Beech Surgery Patient Reference Group FAQ
What is a patient reference group (PRG)?
A PRG is a group of surgery users who are willing and able to give their views
on a range of issues that affect the practice and the people who use it.

What is a PRG for?
A PRG will give the practice a chance to define the things which matter most
to our patients; things you like, things you don’t, things which could be
improved, things could be done differently.

How will you decide who joins the group?
We want as many different types of patient as possible, so that the group is as
representative as possible. We are looking for patients who are, for example:
young, old, male, female, gay, straight, healthy, ill, employed, unemployed, black,
white or Asian. Anyone with a long-term illness or learning disability is
welcome to join, as are people who are carers for others.

How often will the group meet?
The group will meet once or twice per year. For the majority of time we will
communicate via email which means that the time commitment required from
you is minimal. We hope that this will allow as many different types of patients
as possible to join.

Once the group had had its say, what then?
We will use the answers from the PRG to prioritise the issues that are most
important to both you and us..

What are these “issues”? Give me an example
The things we might be asking about could include: car parking, opening times,
how easy it is to get an appointment or how satisfied you are with the care you
receive.

So if the PRG wants something different, the practice has to
do it?
No. We will take account of the opinions of the PRG and try to incorporate
their ideas into our planning, but there may be good reasons why we cannot
implement everything a PRG may wish for.

So the final decision on practice development still rests with
the practice?
Yes.
What else will the PRG do?
Once the annual survey has been done we will ask the PRG to view the results
and help us decide what, if any, changes should be made as a result of the
answers.

What’s in it for me?
Participation in the group is voluntary and there is no payment or reward
available. You will get, however, the satisfaction of contributing your views to
the development of the practice.

I still have questions, who should I contact?
Please e-mail the practice; richard.gregory@nhs.net

